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AUDIENCE
This paper provides a Rubrik Proven Architecture for protecting cloud-native resources running in Amazon Web Services
(AWS). It contains conceptual, logical, and physical designs aligned to the AWS Well-Architected framework, the Rubrik Polaris
Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) platform, and modern architectural techniques for data protection and data management.
This document is intended for enterprise architects, practice leads, cloud architects, DevOps engineers, IT operators, or
application administrators responsible for AWS infrastructure, production service level agreements, disaster recovery, and
business continuity.
Individuals with a vested interest in security, compliance, or governance can expect to gain a deeper understanding of the
design philosophy and architectural framework used to build and maintain a data management solution for AWS resources.

PROJECT OVERVIEW
Rubrik Polaris is a SaaS platform that empowers customers to operationalize all of their data situated across distributed
environments into a robust metadata framework. It organizes all business information to make it discoverable and usable, no
matter if it is on-premises or in AWS. Rubrik Polaris provides a simple, homogenous end-user data management experience
across platforms and reduces the drag associated with legacy tooling and point solutions.
The Zaffre Fashion Group (Zaffre) is a fictional enterprise representative of the challenges faced when developing a robust
architecture to solve business problems. The Zaffre story is used to articulate design best practices and provide context for a
typical customer environment. This document addresses major design decisions for protecting Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud
(Amazon EC2) instances, assigning Rubrik SLA Domain policies, cross-region replication, file and folder recovery, Amazon EC2
instance metadata, Amazon Elastic Block Store (Amazon EBS) volume layouts, and security.

COMPANY BACKGROUND
Zaffre is a leading haute couture fashion house headquartered in Gravity Falls, OR. The company provides a boutique brick and
click experience for each of their product lines.
The fashion house was built upon a flagship brand, Mabel, a high-end clothier that has garnered a cult following over the
last 25 years for its curated fashion experience. The company has since expanded into multiple brands across a number of
business units.
Mabel eCommerce, the primary storefront application, was originally built on-premises. Cloud-first efforts began in 2017 using
cloud for archive and long-term data retention. A number of applications, including Mabel eCommerce, have since been shifted
to cloud with further modernization efforts ongoing.

STAKEHOLDERS
The following stakeholders are invested in the success of this project.
Name

Title

Name

Title

Stan Pines

Director of IT, Mabel Business Unit

Cary Agos

Practice Lead, AWS

Marissa Gold

Head of eCommerce Experience

Robbie Valentino

SRE, Mabel Business Unit

Neil Tyson

Product Manager, Mabel eCommerce

Tate McGucket

Backup Admin, Mabel Business Unit

Alicia Florrick

Enterprise Architect

Dan Corduroy

DBA, Mabel Business Unit
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BUSINESS OBJECTIVES
Mabel’s web presence was developed in 2002 to capture an increasing trend for online shopping. The flagship application,
Mabel eCommerce, is a modular, three-tier architecture constructed using web, application, and database solutions from
popular vendors in those spaces. In 2008, company-wide efforts were made to virtualize resources to consolidate server
sprawl and introduce the agility that virtualization brought to the table.
• The web tier that accepts and tracks user sessions is largely stateless and distributed using a Content Delivery
Network (CDN). Regional points of presence (PoP) provide a local experience for online shoppers based on their
geographic location.
• The application tier hosts internally developed binaries that provide: control signaling; nightly extract, transform, load
(ETL) workers; a lookup service for user data; and payment processing. Most of the binaries were developed in-house
and have been upgraded in-place over the life of Mabel eCommerce.
• The database tier stores customer records, including purchase information, and is used to complete purchase orders and
surface buying trends to the Mabel Marketing department.
The diagram below shows the logical construction of Mabel eCommerce.

In 2017, the CIO of Zaffre Fashion Group mandated a cloud-first mentality for net-new applications in an effort to reduce spend
on managing data center operations, leverage increased focus on core business initiatives, and shrink the lag between great
ideas and feature releases. Aligned to this effort, Mabel’s IT Director tasked the Center of Excellence and technical operators to
construct a new architecture for Mabel eCommerce using AWS.
The ultimate goal is to enrich the customer experience to further cement Zaffre as the leading brand for buyers who demand
a custom-tailored shopping experience for bespoke, one-of-a-kind products. From eCommerce to brick and mortar stores,
shoppers expect a consistent, high-touch buying experience tailored to their personal tastes. Thus, the technical teams and
developers must be able to easily and rapidly deliver on this vision and unify the buying experience across physical and online
presences. Both the development and operations teams are excited to pay down technical debt, eliminate legacy headaches
from building and managing Mabel eCommerce, and eventually re-architect the storefront to use cloud native services.
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Design Note: This design paper features a use case to protect a multi-tier application. For the sake of modularity, only the
application tier will be addressed here. The database tier, a critical part of the overall application design, is addressed in a
separate paper focused entirely on data management for databases.

SERVICE LEVEL AGREEMENT
Zaffre publishes service level agreements for all production applications. The defined goals for Mabel eCommerce are shown in
the table below.

Consideration

Functional Requirement

Goal (Hours)

Recovery Point Objective (RPO)

The measurement of the maximum tolerable amount of data to lose.

24

Recovery Time Objective (RTO)

The amount of time spent recovering resources from a disruption.

2

Work Recovery Time (WRT)

The amount of time spent validating that the recovered resources are
ready to resume normal options, including power on, services starting,
and data integrity checks.

2

Maximum Tolerable Downtime (MTD)

The sum of the RTO and WRT values.

4

Based on customer demographics, Zaffre selected the AWS Oregon region (us-west-2) as a target for their first phased rollout
of Mabel eCommerce. The company plans to direct web traffic from that region into the AWS Cloud to handle customer
resources. After several stakeholder meetings, the requirements, constraints, and assumptions required to form the necessary
designs have emerged.

DESIGN PHILOSOPHY
Zaffre believes in delivering designs that exceed expectations while keeping the design simple, manageable, and easy to
implement. Their technical charter is to ensure that the design and all subsequent solutions are justifiable in terms of design
qualities: security, reliability, availability, performance, operational excellence, and cost optimization. These efforts should result
in technical solutions that solve problems without undue complexity.
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CONCEPTUAL DESIGN
The proposed solution for this project consists of the following milestones:
• Migrate: Deploying an existing build of the customer-facing Mabel eCommerce application into a single AWS region.
This milestone is covered in this document.
• Modernize: Approach the Mabel eCommerce application design using unique environment tiers to allow for testing, new
iterations of the codebase to incorporate feature flags, and consumption of scalable and elastic services cloud services.
• Scale: Deployment of the new Mabel eCommerce application to additional AWS regions.

The existing service level agreement must be maintained with respect to the maximum tolerable amount of data to lose (RPO),
time spent recovering resources (RTO), and amount of time spent validating the recovered resources (WRT).
The solution should provide an automated method in which the company protects its data with minimal operational
investments. Additionally, the solution must remain extensible to more application deployments as each is ultimately phased in
throughout the AWS infrastructure in new regions.
Mabel eCommerce application deployments will be managed by the existing infrastructure team, consisting of a variety of
Subject Matter Experts (SMEs) in the required services. This team is responsible for consuming and maintaining AWS Cloud
services. The User Experience (UX) team will continue to manage the web tier of customer-facing storefront instances, while
the database team will continue to manage the database tier of back-end database instances.
Zaffre customers should be unaware of the underlying Mabel eCommerce application deployment servicing their storefront
experience, be it on-premises or in AWS, to avoid lowering the high quality user experience that has become the hallmark of
their brand.
Proactive monitoring of the application ensures configuration and infrastructure performance does not constrain project
based resources. SMEs use this monitoring component to establish performance based and capacity based standards for
this and future projects. Monitoring data will be used to enable more effective project capacity and performance requirement
forecasting.
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REQUIREMENTS
The following table contains the business requirements gathered from the stakeholders for data management and data
protection.
ID

Requirement

R01

Backup data should never leave Zaffre’s corporate AWS account(s).

R02

Backup data should be replicated to a non-local AWS region for disaster recovery.

R03

Backup data should be able to meet long-term retention requirements associated with PCI compliance.

R04

Backup data should be recoverable at the Amazon EC2 instance, Amazon EBS volume, file, and folder level.

R05

Amazon EC2 Instance protection should require minimal operational effort.

R06

Files and folders should be searchable across all current and previous states of backup data.

R07

Amazon EC2 Instances should be backed up to meet or exceed Mabel eCommerce’s defined RPO.

R08

Backup data should be recoverable within Mabel eCommerce’s defined RTO.

R09

Backup data should be stored in the local AWS region for fast recovery.

R10

Amazon EC2 Instance data should be protected in order to provide operational recovery.

CONSTRAINTS
The following table contains the constraints imposed by stakeholders on the project.
ID

Constraint

C01

All components of the Mabel eCommerce application must be deployed into AWS.

C02

All components of the Mabel eCommerce application must be deployed into a single AWS region.

ASSUMPTIONS
The following table contains assumptions made by the architecture team during the solution design process.
ID

Assumption

A01

Mabel eCommerce awareness across all tiers (web, application, and database) is not required for protection.

A02

Amazon EC2 Instance and file-level protection is sufficient for recovery within the defined service level agreement.

A03

The database tier is out of scope and protected independently by the DBA team. Their current solution is meeting the defined
service level agreement.

A04

The web tier is out of scope, does not contain state, and is managed by the User Experience (UX) team.
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AWS DESIGN
Rubrik Polaris Cloud-Native Protection for AWS allows Zaffre to take advantage of Rubrik’s powerful SLA Domain policy
engine to protect resources inside of Zaffre’s AWS accounts. This enables the Zaffre technical teams to experience the benefits
of Rubrik’s data management solution without the need for long running compute instances in the Zaffre AWS environment.
In order to accomplish this, Rubrik Polaris leverages the Amazon EC2 APIs for native snapshot and image creation to backup
and recover Amazon EC2 instances, Amazon EBS volumes, and individual files and folders.
The diagram below provides an example of how Rubrik Polaris interacts with a customer’s AWS account.

For more detailed information on how Cloud-Native Protection for AWS works, please refer to the How It Works: Cloud-Native
Protection for AWS document.
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LOGICAL AWS DESIGN
An overview of the logical AWS design is shown below:

The following decisions directly impacted the logical design of AWS to meet the conceptual design requirements.
AWS TARGET REPLICATION REGION
Design ID

LDD1

Design Description

All AWS regions are able to send and receive replicated data over the private AWS network. Each AWS
region has various unique strengths, such as quantity of Availability Zones and offered services, that must
be assessed to determine the best fit to meet Zaffre’s design requirements.
This design decision determines which AWS region is used as the AWS target replication region.

Design Options

1.
2.
3.

AWS Ohio region (us-east-2)
AWS North Virginia region (us-east-1)
AWS Northern California region (us-west-1)

Design Decision

AWS North Virginia region (us-east-1)

Requirement Reference(s)

R02, R04, R06, R08

Justification

The AWS Ohio region (us-east-2), while an acceptable candidate for hosting the application, provides
fewer Availability Zones and typically receives new features at a slower pace when compared to the AWS
North Virginia region (us-east-1).
The AWS Northern California region (us-west-1) contains only two Availability Zones and does not support
Amazon Elastic Kubernetes Service (Amazon EKS), which is needed for Polaris Exocompute.
The North Virginia region (us-east-1) provides the highest quantity of Availability Zones in North America
and is the most likely candidate to host a future version of Mabel eCommerce as it scales to additional
AWS regions. Although slightly more pricey than other regions, it provides the best solution when
compared against Zaffre’s long term goals.

Design Quality Affected

Performance Efficiency, Cost Optimization

Risk

None Stated

Risk Mitigation

None Stated
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AMAZON EC2 INSTANCE METADATA
Design ID

LDD2

Design Description

Amazon EC2 instances need to adhere to business logic that is programmatically consumable and human
readable. This information is used to drive technical outcomes using automated and manual workflows.
This design decision determines the placement of business logic for Amazon EC2 Instances.

Design Options

1.
2.
3.

Amazon EC2 Instance Name
Amazon EC2 Instance Tags
Internal CMDB

Design Decision

Amazon EC2 Instance Tags

Requirement Reference(s)

R05, R10

Justification

Amazon EC2 Instance Names are technically provided by tags using the tag key of Name. While the
Name tag might be able to meet design requirements, taking advantage of multiple tags offers Zaffre the
greatest flexibility in providing rich metadata for all deployed instances. Hence, each AWS tag key will map
to a specific metadata component of the Amazon EC2 instance. Additionally, granular cost allocation is
critical to optimizing for cost when using tools such as AWS Trusted Advisor.
The use of a CMDB, while encouraged for other use cases, would only add an additional dependency,
increase operational complexity, and potentially impact reliability of the solution. However, a CMDB can be
consulted when validating recovered tags for projects and owners during a disaster recovery scenario.

Design Quality Affected

Operational Excellence, Reliability

Risk

Instances may not be properly tagged if constructed by different groups within Zaffre.

Risk Mitigation

Instances will be deployed using a programmatic approach, such as with AWS CloudFormation or HashiCorp
Terraform, which enforces consistency across instances and the associated metadata. Additionally, Zaffre will
leverage software to monitor tags and alert on improperly tagged or untagged resources.

AMAZON EBS VOLUME LAYOUT
Design ID

LDD3

Design Description

Each Amazon EC2 instance can attach one or more Amazon EBS volumes to provide disk and partition
locations for the operating system, application binaries, and configurations.
This design decision determines the number of volumes and layout of those volumes.

Design Options

1.
2.
3.

Root Volume
Root Volume and App Volume
Root Volume, App Volume, Configuration Volume

Design Decision

Root Volume and App Volume

Requirement Reference(s)

R03, R05, R08

Justification

A single root volume containing the operating system, application binaries, and configurations presents a
risk. A rogue Mabel eCommerce process may cause the volume to reach capacity and halt the instance.
Splitting the application binaries and configuration settings into a separate volume allows for fine grained
control over current and future IOPS, capacity, and monitoring. Additionally, Rubrik Polaris provides multivolume crash consistency across the attached volumes.
There is no current requirement to further isolate the application binaries from configurations.

Design Quality Affected

Performance Efficiency, Security, Operational Excellence

Risk

None Stated

Risk Mitigation

None Stated
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PHYSICAL AWS DESIGN
An overview of the physical AWS design is shown below:

The values defined in the following sections are intended to be configured in the AWS environment to meet the previously
defined logical design decisions for Mabel eCommerce.
AMAZON EC2 INSTANCES

The following Amazon EC2 instances will be configured to meet the application owner’s existing performance and capacity
requirements.
Design ID

PDD1

Instance Name

Instance Type

Purpose

mabel-ec2-controller-usw2

t3.small (2 vCPU, 2 GB)

Service controller

mabel-ec2-etl-usw2

c5d.xlarge (4 vCPU, 8 GB)

Database ETL worker

mabel-ec2-lookup_svc-usw2

t3.small (2 vCPU, 2 GB)

Identity lookup service

mabel-ec2-payments-usw2

t3.medium (2 vCPU, 4 GB)

Payment processing

AMAZON EBS DATA VOLUMES

The following Amazon EBS volumes will be configured to store data for each Amazon EC2 instance.
Design ID

PDD2

Device

Type

Purpose

/dev/sda1

General Purpose SSD (gp2)

Root

/dev/sdh

General Purpose SSD (gp2)

Application binaries and
configuration settings
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AMAZON EBS TEMPORARY VOLUME

An additional volume will be created for the ETL Amazon EC2 instance to provide temporary storage for the database
extraction. This volume will be excluded from protection.
Design ID

PDD3

Device

Type

Purpose

/dev/sdi

General Purpose SSD (gp2)

Temporary database extraction

AWS TAGS

The following AWS tags will be configured to provide metadata for each Amazon EC2 instance in the Mabel eCommerce
application.
Design ID

PDD4

Key

Value

Name

mabel-ec2-[instance name]-usw2

Environment

prod

Source

terraform

Owner

Marissa Gold

Replication

us-east-1

RUBRIK POLARIS DESIGN
Rubrik Polaris operationalizes all of Zaffre’s data situated in the distributed environment into a robust metadata framework
and organizes all their business information to make it discoverable and usable, no matter if it is on-premises or in AWS Cloud.
Rubrik Polaris provides a simple, homogenous end-user data management experience across platforms and reduces the drag
associated with legacy tooling and point solutions that are in place today.
The key features of Rubrik’s Cloud-Native Protection for AWS include:
1. Unified data management across regions, accounts, private, and public cloud platforms.
2. Automated global data protection via Polaris SLA Domain policies.
3. Rapid recovery for instances, volumes, and files within or across regions.
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The Zaffre Center of Excellence team uses Rubrik Polaris to provide a robust data protection and management solution for
AWS resources. The following design decisions meet or exceed all of the stakeholder’s requirements and ensure there are no
concerns over meeting the Mabel eCommerce’s service level agreement in the event of a disaster.

LOGICAL RUBRIK POLARIS DESIGN
An overview of the logical Rubrik Polaris design is shown below:
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The diagram below shows the existing configuration of the Mabel Services VPC that provides networking resources for Polaris
Exocompute.

The following decisions directly impacted the logical design of Rubrik Polaris to meet the conceptual design requirements.
POLARIS SLA DOMAIN SCOPE
Design ID

LDD4

Design Description

An SLA Domain mirrors the business logic in the service level agreement and can be applied to any
resource across on-premises or cloud environments.
This design decision determines the scope of resource types protected by the SLA Domain.

Design Options

1.
2.

SLA Domain for all resource types (on-premises, cloud-native, hybrid)
SLA Domain for cloud-native resource types (cloud-native only)

Design Decision

SLA Domain for cloud-native resource types (cloud-native only)

Requirement Reference(s)

R03, R05, R08, R10

Justification

Having an SLA Domain designed specifically for cloud-native resource types provides the required
protection granularity when replicating to a remote AWS region.
Additional SLA Domains will be created for other resource types, such as on-premises applications and
hybrid cloud resources.
This design decision avoids any conflicts when assigning an SLA Domain with an archive storage location
specified since AWS snapshots provide this capability natively.

Design Quality Affected

Operational Excellence, Cost Optimization

Risk

None Stated

Risk Mitigation

None Stated
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SLA DOMAIN ASSIGNMENT
Design ID

LDD5

Design Description

An SLA Domain is a declarative policy and must be assigned to a resource in order to activate protection.
Assignment can be performed using a number of strategies.
This design decision determines the hierarchy level in which to assign the SLA Domain.

Design Options

1.
2.
3.

Assign an SLA Domain to the entire AWS account
Assign SLA Domain(s) to resources using Tag Rules
Assign SLA Domain(s) to resources directly

Design Decision

1.
2.

Assign an SLA Domain to the entire AWS account
Assign SLA Domain(s) to resources using Tag Rules

Requirement Reference(s)

R05, R07, R10

Justification

Assigning an SLA Domain to the entire AWS account provides a “blanket” level of protection for any
resources created by Zaffre personnel. It will ensure the requirement “Amazon EC2 Instance data should be
protected in order to provide operational recovery” is satisfied with zero operational effort.
Additionally, assigning SLA Domain(s) to resources using Tag Rules allows Zaffre to leverage existing
business logic that ensures the correct SLA Domain is assigned to a resource.
Assigning SLA Domains directly to resources would present a significant increase in operational overhead.
However, this option remains available for corner-case exceptions as needed.

Design Quality Affected

Reliability, Operational Excellence

Risk

Instances without the required AWS tag may not be protected.

Risk Mitigation

Instances will be deployed using a programmatic approach, such as with AWS CloudFormation or
HashiCorp Terraform, which enforces consistency across instances and the associated metadata.
Resources without a tag will be protected by the AWS account-level SLA Domain.

AMAZON EBS VOLUME EXCLUSION
Design ID

LDD6

Design Description

A temporary volume is used to store data as part of the extract, transform, and load (ETL) process. This
data is not required for application recovery.
This design decision determines the mechanism that excludes the temporary volume from protection.

Design Options

1.
2.
3.

No volume exclusion
Instance Store
Polaris Volume Exclusion

Design Decision

Polaris Volume Exclusion

Requirement Reference(s)

R05, R07

Justification

No volume exclusion would result in increased backup durations, greater consumption of storage for
snapshots, and increased AWS storage costs.
An instance store provides temporary block-level storage for an instance. This storage is located on disks
that are physically attached to the host computer. If the instance store fails during an ETL workflow, the
reporting data would be lost.
Polaris provides a native mechanism for excluding one or more Amazon EBS volumes attached to the
protected instances without impacting the reliability of the instance. Additionally, this reduces the amount
of data stored in snapshots and improves the ability to meet the defined RTO.
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Design ID

LDD6

Design Quality Affected

Operational Excellence, Cost Optimization

Risk

None Stated

Risk Mitigation

None Stated

SNAPSHOT REPLICATION
Design ID

LDD7

Design Description

AWS native APIs are used to schedule, manage, and retire snapshots of Rubrik Polaris protected resources.
These snapshots can be replicated to a remote AWS region to provide additional data resiliency.
This design decision determines the ability to protect against disasters that impact the source AWS region.

Design Options

1.
2.
3.

No replication
Manual replication using in-house scripts to a remote AWS region
SLA Domain Replication to a remote AWS region

Design Decision

SLA Domain Replication to a remote AWS region

Requirement Reference(s)

R01, R02, R09

Justification

Without enabling any form of replication, the design requirement “Backup data should be replicated to a
non-local AWS region for disaster recovery” would not be met.
Manual replication, while a plausible solution, would add significant toil to the operations team. It would
require a new scheduling and retirement engine to be constructed and maintained by Zaffre.
Rubrik Polaris SLA Domain replication is available as a native configuration setting within the SLA Domain
policy. Specifying the target AWS region and number of days to retain backups in that region eliminates
any further operational toil and increases the reliability of the overall solution.

Design Quality Affected

Reliability, Operational Excellence

Risk

If Rubrik Polaris protection is not enabled in both the source and remote AWS region, replication will fail.
By using an SLA Domain to perform cross-region replication, it is possible to target an AWS region that is
not yet enabled for protection.

Risk Mitigation

Rubrik Polaris actively alerts when an SLA Domain is being assigned to an AWS resource that replicates
to an unprotected AWS region. By monitoring for alerts, which is part of the operations team’s tasks,
proactive action can be taken to prevent replicating to an unprotected AWS region.

FILE AND FOLDER RECOVERY
Design ID

LDD8

Design Description

AWS EC2 instances contain numerous binaries, configuration settings, and other files required by the
operating system and applications. AWS does not natively provide file or folder recovery for these
instances. A solution must be designed to solve for this use case.
This design decision determines the mechanism that provides indexing and file and folder recovery.

Design Options

1.
2.
3.

Polaris Exocompute
Manual Amazon EBS Volume Recovery
File sync tools with in-house schedules

Design Decision

Polaris Exocompute

Requirement Reference(s)

R04, R06, R08
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Design ID

LDD8

Justification

Performing a manual recovery of an Amazon EBS volume in order to find and copy a file is a possible
solution. However, this manual task requires significant operational overhead. Additionally, this presents a
potential security risk as this workflow circumvents policies designed to limit visibility of files to authorized
personnel. The same challenges are similar when using a file sync tool, such as rsync, to replicate file data.
Polaris Exocompute regularly extracts filesystem index metadata from the snapshots created when
protecting Amazon EC2 instances and Amazon EBS volumes. Metadata is used for the search and
recovery of files and folders inside snapshots.

Design Quality Affected

Security, Operational Excellence, Cost Optimization

Risk

None

Risk Mitigation

None

PHYSICAL RUBRIK POLARIS DESIGN
An overview of the physical Rubrik Polaris design is shown below:

The values defined in the following sections are intended to be configured in the Rubrik Polaris environment to meet the
previously defined logical design decisions for Mabel eCommerce.
SLA DOMAINS

The following Polaris SLA Domains will be configured to meet the application owner’s Service Level Agreement.
Design ID

PDD5

Name

Frequency

Replication Target

Scope

CNA-12H-7D

Every 12 hours for 7 days

None

AWS Account
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Design ID

PDD5

CNA-12H-30D-7Y

Every 12 hours for 7 days
Every 1 day for 30 days
Every 1 month for 1 year
Every 1 year for 7 years

None

Tag Rule

CNA-12H-30D-7Y-USE1

Every 12 hours for 7 days
Every 1 day for 30 days
Every 1 month for 1 year
Every 1 year for 7 years

30 Days retention in us-east-1
(North Virginia)

Tag Rule

POLARIS AWS ACCOUNT ASSIGNMENT

The following Polaris SLA Domain will be configured to protect the entire AWS Account to provide a “blanket” level of
protection for any resources created by Zaffre personnel. This includes non-production Mabel eCommerce resources.
Design ID

PDD6

Name

Assignment

CNA-12H-7D

Zaffre AWS Account 1234567890

POLARIS TAG RULES

The Environment tag key is part of Zaffre’s regular business logic assigned to instances in the production, test, and
development tiers. The Replication tag key and value are only used for instances that require Rubrik Polaris to replicate
data to a target AWS region.
Note: An SLA Domain that provides the greatest retention will receive a higher priority. In this scenario, both SLA Domains
retain data for seven years. However, the SLA Domain that includes replication (e.g. CNA-12H-30D-7Y-USE1) supersedes the
one that does not (e.g. CNA-12H-30D-7Y).
The following Polaris Tag Rules are configured to provide proactive protection of the Mabel eCommerce application tier
instances.
Design ID

PDD7

Name

Tag Key

Tag Value

Mapped SLA Domain

Priority

Prod-USE1

Replication

us-east-1

CNA-12H-30D-7Y-USE1

1

Prod

Environment

prod

CNA-12H-30D-7Y

2

AMAZON EBS VOLUME EXCLUSION

The following Polaris Amazon EBS Volumes will be excluded from protection.
Design ID

PDD8

Device

Workload

Protection Status

Root Volume

All

Included in backups (default)

App Volume

All

Included in backups (default)

Temp Volume

mabel-ec2-etl-usw2

Excluded from backups
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The resulting configuration will be viewable from the Polaris UI as shown in the example below:

POLARIS EXOCOMPUTE

The following Polaris Exocompute cluster is configured to provide file indexing and recovery for Mabel eCommerce Amazon
EC2 instances. Resources for Polaris Exocompute are hosted in an existing VPC, Mabel Services VPC, which provides services
to multiple resources within the AWS Oregon region.
Design ID

PDD9

Resource

Configuration

Purpose

Region

us-west-2

File indexing for the Protected AWS region

VPC

mabel-vpc-services-usw2

AWS VPC for service resources

Subnet 1

mabel-vpc-servicesprivate-01-usw2

Private networking for Amazon EKS worker nodes

Subnet 2

mabel-vpc-servicesprivate-02-usw2

Private networking for Amazon EKS worker nodes

Internet

NAT Gateway

Private addresses will use a NAT gateway in a public
subnet to reach Rubrik Polaris.
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SUMMARY
Mabel’s flagship application, Mabel eCommerce, is a modular, three-tier architecture constructed using web, application, and
database solutions from popular vendors in those spaces. This paper achieves the IT Director’s initial desired outcomes by
constructing a new data protection solution architecture for Mabel eCommerce using AWS. A clear, design-based approach
has been provided to arm internal product and engineering teams with new abilities to tap into on-demand, scalable resources
across the globe with a focus on consistency, elasticity, and high availability.
The solution proposed in this paper meets all of the stakeholder’s functional requirements, including:
• Ensuring that backup data never leaves Zaffre’s corporate AWS account(s).
• All protected instances can meet or exceed their defined RPO and RTO goals.
• Storing backup data in the local region for fast recovery coupled with replication to a non-local region for
disaster recovery.
• Providing an excellent user experience with global files and folders search across all current and previous states of the
backup data.
• Safeguarding backup data to meet long term retention needs associated with PCI compliance.
As the Mabel eCommerce application is scaled into additional AWS regions, the modular design patterns used in this paper will
be replicated with near-zero operational efforts. Later, when Zaffre looks to take the next step and modernize other tiers of the
application, the same design philosophy can be leveraged to guide the team to success.

NEXT STEPS
This paper provides a Rubrik Proven Architecture for protecting cloud-native resources running in Amazon Web Services
(AWS). It contains conceptual, logical, and physical designs aligned to the AWS Well-Architected framework, the Rubrik Polaris
Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) platform, and modern architectural techniques for data protection and data management.
Continue learning more about Rubrik Polaris Cloud-Native Protection for AWS using the resources below:
Resource Name
How It Works: Cloud-Native Protection for AWS

Resource Type
Technical White Paper

How to Protect and Recover AWS EC2 Instances and EBS Volumes with Rubrik

Video

Native AWS Backup and Recovery with Rubrik

Video

Mabel eCommerce GitHub Repository

Code

Additional resources can be found at Rubrik.com.
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GLOSSARY
The following glossary of terms is provided to add clarity to the reader.
AMAZON ELASTIC COMPUTE CLOUD (AMAZON EC2)

Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (Amazon EC2) is a web service that provides resizable computing capacity - literally, servers in
Amazon’s data centers - that are used to build and host software systems.
AMAZON ELASTIC BLOCK STORE (AMAZON EBS)

Amazon Elastic Block Store (Amazon EBS) is a web service that provides block level storage volumes for use with EC2
instances. EBS volumes are highly available and reliable storage volumes that can be attached to any running instance and
used like a hard drive.
AMAZON WEB SERVICES (AWS)

Amazon Web Services (AWS) is a subsidiary of Amazon that provides on-demand cloud computing platforms and APIs to
individuals, companies, and governments, on a metered pay-as-you-go basis.
BUSINESS CONTINUITY

Business continuity is the advance planning and preparation undertaken to ensure that an organization will have the capability
to operate its critical business functions during emergency events.
CONCEPTUAL DESIGN

During the kickoff and assessment phase of a project, the architect reaches out to the business’ key stakeholders for the
project to explore what each needs and wants to get out of the project. The job is to identify key constraints and the business
requirements that should be met for the design, deploy, and validation phases to be successful.
The assessment phase typically coincides with building the conceptual model of a design to map into one or more use cases.
Effectively, the conceptual model categorizes the assessment findings into requirements, constraints, assumptions, and risks
categories.
1. Business requirements: Provided by key stakeholders and the goal of every solution is to achieve each of these
requirements.
2. Constraints: Conditions that provide boundaries to the design.
3. Assumptions: List of conditions that are believed to be true, but are not confirmed; by the time of deployment, all
assumptions should be validated.
4. Risks: Factors that might have a negative effect on the design. All risks should be mitigated, if possible.
The conceptual design is used as a foundation for the logical design. All decisions made in the logical design must satisfy the
conceptual design requirements as well as the defined use case(s).
CROSS-REGION REPLICATION

Cross-region replication is a feature powered by Rubrik Polaris. The platform uses an AWS native API to schedule, manage, and
retire snapshots of protected resources. These snapshots can be replicated into a remote AWS region to provide additional
data resiliency. This allows the architect to protect against disasters that impact the source AWS region.
DISASTER RECOVERY

Disaster recovery is the set of policies, processes, tools, and technologies used to recover, validate, and restore business critical
applications in the event of a service disrupting outage.
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LOGICAL DESIGN

Once the conceptual design is built out, the architect moves into the logical design phase. Logical design is where the architect
begins making decisions but at a higher level. The major components of the design are listed, along with relationships between
those components, without selecting any specific services, software, or hardware. Each logical design decision should map to
one or more of the business requirements set forth by the key stakeholders.
The logical design is used as a foundation for the physical design.
PHYSICAL DESIGN

Once the logical design has been mapped out, the architect moves to physical design. This is where hardware and software
vendors are chosen, configuration specifications are defined, and specific services are selected. Simply put, this is the phase
where the details are determined so that the engineering team can build and deploy the architect’s design.
POLARIS EXOCOMPUTE

Polaris Exocompute extends Rubrik Polaris to support a “bring-your-own-compute” approach to protecting Amazon EC2
instances and Amazon EBS volumes. Polaris Exocompute is a framework for running containers in the customers VPC with a
bi-directional communication path between the containers and Rubrik Polaris. This framework abstracts away the underlying
cloud’s container service and allows Cloud-Native Protection for AWS to support and index resources across the AWS Cloud.
RUBRIK POLARIS

Rubrik Polaris is Rubrik’s SaaS platform that aggregates metadata related to data protection activities across hybrid and multicloud environments. The end result is a robust framework consisting of metadata from several data sources, often referred to
as a unified system of record. Rubrik Polaris enables customers to exploit the business value hidden in this dataset leveraging
AI and ML driven tools within Rubrik Polaris.
Full details on the capabilities of Rubrik Polaris are outside the scope of this document but they include: centralized
management for Rubrik CDM clusters, ransomware detection and rollback via Polaris Radar, data classification and compliance
via Polaris Sonar, as well as Cloud-Native Protection for AWS resources, the topic of this document.
A Rubrik Polaris tenant is a microservices application built on top of a Kubernetes engine and is comprised of, but limited to
the following services:
1. HTML 5 User Interface
2. API Services
3. User identity and access services
4. Distributed task/job schedulers
5. Reporting services
6. Gateway services for interacting with customer endpoints (CDM Clusters, Public Clouds, etc.)
7. Compute engine management services
8. Database services
9. Logging and Metrics services
None of this detail is directly exposed to Rubrik Polaris tenants. The application is provisioned and managed by Rubrik with
delivery to the end-user via a web based SaaS portal.
RUBRIK PROVEN ARCHITECTURE

A Rubrik Proven Architecture is a field-tested design that closely mirrors a real enterprise environment and is based on a
successful customer deployment.
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RUBRIK SLA DOMAIN

Rubrik SLA Domains are data protection policies built within Polaris and then assigned to assets requiring protection. SLA
Domains are comprised of these three components when utilized by Cloud-Native Protection for AWS:
1. Snapshot Frequency
2. Snapshot Retention
3. Replica Region and Duration
These components are expressions of the service level agreement defined between business stakeholders and the technology
practitioners who design, run, and maintain an application.
SERVICE LEVEL AGREEMENT

A service level agreement is the contract between business stakeholders that defines a set of agreed upon deliverables. For
data protection and data management, this is distilled into four major deliverables:
1. Recovery Point Objective (RPO): The measurement of the maximum tolerable amount of data to lose.
2. Recovery Time Objective (RTO): The amount of time spent recovering resources from a disruption.
3. Work Recovery Time (WRT): The amount of time spent validating that the recovered resources are ready to resume
normal options, including power on, services starting, and data integrity checks.
4. Maximum Tolerable Downtime (MTD): The sum of the RTO and WRT values.
It is important to establish these agreed upon deliverables with stakeholders prior to designing a solution to protect and
recover data for applications.
ZAFFRE FASHION GROUP

Zaffre Fashion Group (Zaffre) is a fictional enterprise representative of the challenges faced when developing a robust
architecture to solve business problems. The Zaffre story is used to articulate design best practices and provide context for
using the Rubrik solution in a typical customer environment.
Learn more about Zaffre by visiting their GitHub organization using the links below:
• Corporate Overview
• Mabel Business Unit
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